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TIMELINE: THE COMMONWEALTH AND 
THE SECOND SUCCESSION WAR

 – The Draconis Combine launches a series of suicidal raids against the 
Lyran Commonwealth, carried out by criminals and other undesirables in 
the hopes of destabilizing reconstruction efforts.

 – The Lyran Commonwealth launches reprisal raids against Combine 
targets.

 – [January] The Lyran free trader Chahar Profit, loaded with food for the 
border world of Chandler, misjumps into the Darius system and is cap-
tured by Combine forces.

 [February] Lyran forces raid Darius to rescue the Chahar Profit and her crew.
 – [January] Combine troops attack Chandler and destroy local food and 

water storage houses in reprisal for the Commonwealth raid on Darius.
 [December] Prisoner exchange talks between the Commonwealth and 

the Free Worlds League break down on Wyatt.
 – [February] Backed up by a series of smaller raids against nearby worlds, 

Draconis Combine units invade Chandler and Moore. Chandler falls after 
a six-month campaign, but Commonwealth forces on Moore eventually 
force House Kurita’s troops off-planet in seven months.

 [ March] Archon Marcus Steiner declares war on the Draconis Combine.
 [ June] Captain-General Charles Marik, responding to reports of an al-

legedly imminent offensive against the Free Worlds League, declares war 
on the Lyran Commonwealth.

 [August] As Commonwealth units scramble to face the Combine threat, 
the Free Worlds League opens an invasion of New Hope, Senftenburg and 
Zwenkau, following a similar strategy to the Combine attacks by raiding 
nearby border worlds to throw off and weaken the defending forces there.

 [ September] Archon Marcus Steiner declares war on the Free Worlds 
League.

 [September] Commonwealth troops attack Dieudonne, but are repulsed 
within two months.

 – Taking personal command of the Free Worlds front, Archon Marcus 
Steiner launches a massive assault to reclaim New Hope, Senftenburg 
and Zwenkau, and also pushes deeper to take Dieudonne, Danais, Megrez 
and Alula Australis over the next five years. To hold each conquest, the 
Commonwealth uses reserve and militia units from interior worlds, re-
formed and classified as “Citizen Regiments.” Meanwhile, the Combine 
front is active with a series of raids and counter-raids.

 – The Draconis Combine launches a heavy raiding campaign against the 
Commonwealth that includes the key worlds of Kessel and Kobe. Three 
years later, these raids will strike as deep as Hesperus II.

 – [March] The Free Worlds League is placed under ComStar 
Communications Interdiction.

 [August] LCAF units launch a new assault campaign against the Free 
Worlds League. Initial targets include Zosma, Callison and Marcus, but 
eventually expand to include Bordon, Shiloh, Oliver and Graham IV.

 – [April] A Draconis Combine raid on Hesperus II is repulsed, marking the 
end of Coordinator Jinjiro Kurita’s - raiding campaign.

 [August-October] Commonwealth offensives launched against Shiloh, 
Oliver and Grahan IV.

 [ November] ComStar lifts its Communications Interdiction against the 
Free Worlds League.

 – [February-March] Commonwealth offensives on Oliver and Graham IV 
collapse as reinforcements are cut off by a sudden surge in Free Worlds 
League counter-raids. In the midst of the crisis, Colonel Hendrik Grimm, 
commanding the th Lyran Regulars during the Graham IV offensive, 
goes AWOL with his command.

 [April-June] The Draconis Combine launches a renewed offensive against 
the Lyran Commonwealth, overwhelming defenders on Lambrecht, 

Harvest and New Caledonia. The Fourth Royal guards on New Caledonia 

are forced to wage a seven-year guerrilla campaign after Combine 
troops gain an unassailable planethead. Simultaneous raids along 
the rimward edge of the Commonwealth-Combine border prevent 
Lyran commanders from delivering effective reinforcements.

 – Commonwealth forces assault and seize Danais. At almost the same time, 
a second thrust on the Free Worlds League border hits the worlds around 
Irian, including Savannah, Remulac and Nathan.

 – [ January] Commonwealth troops land on Irian, initiating what will be-
come a four-month campaign to secure the heavily industrialized world. 
The arrival of League reinforcements in March, however, ultimately forces 
the Lyran assault back.

 – [November] Archon Marcus Steiner contracts a virulent strain of men-
ingitis and returns from the Free Worlds front to Tharkad, slipping into 
a coma shortly after his arrival in February. In the absence of a successor, 
the Estates General debates who to name as Archon-Designate between 
Melissa Nin, the Archon’s wife, and Leutnant-General Claudius Steiner of 
the Second Lyran Guards. Meanwhile, the Estates General and General of 
the Armies Miles Kempec assume governmental and military authority.

 – [December] Melissa Nin confirmed as Archon-General by Estates 
General Speaker of the Assembly Harlan Dinesen, over the expressed 
objections of Claudius Steiner.

 – [ March] Archon Marcus Steiner dies. Melissa Nin sworn in as Archon of 
the Lyran Commonwealth.

 [ August] Leutnant-General Claudius Steiner assaults Tharkad and 
deposes Melissa Nin, executing her and Speaker Dinesen on charges of 
treason. Estates General disbanded.

 [December] Draconis Combine raids on Lyran Commonwealth intensify as 
Commonwealth offensive operations grind to a halt.

 – All Commonwealth offensives cease. General of the Armies Kempec 
places the LCAF on a defensive footing on all borders as Archon Claudius’ 
Reign of Terror continues. Meanwhile, Combine and Free Worlds raids 
penetrate deep into Commonwealth space.

 – [July] Draconis Combine forces on New Caledonia finally defeat the last 
of the Fourth Royal Guards, executing the few survivors for sport and 
sending a video of the event to Archon Claudius. The Archon immediately 
initiates Operation Praying Mantis.

 – [ May] Archon Claudius Steiner dies. Estates General reconvenes and 
establishes the Triumvirate Regency for Elizabeth Steiner when Claudius’ 
wife, Rebecca Morgan, refuses the Archonship.

 – [ December] Operation Praying Mantis succeeds when Snow Fire, an 
alleged Lyran operative, assassinates Coordinator Yoguchi Kurita.

 – Combine forces initiate a three-wave assault on Hesperus II. Meanwhile, 
the Free Worlds League opens a new offensive against the Commonwealth 
with the recapture of Megrez.

 – Despite a costly defeat at Hesperus II, Combine forces continue to 
launch major offensives against the Commonwealth, eventually seizing 
Dehgolan, Grumium and Tukayyid. Free Worlds League assaults initiated 
at the same time do not proceed as well.

 – [ January] Elizabeth Steiner takes over as Archon of the Lyran 
Commonwealth, disbanding the Triumvirate Regency.

 –Repeated Combine offensives have taken Al Hillah, Karbala, Kreller, Orestes 
and Sakhalin. The Free Worlds League, in the meantime, has claimed Ilion and 
severely damaged industrial worlds along the border in a series of devastat-
ing raids. The Commonwealth recapture of Megrez in  is also reversed.

 – Fighting tapers off on both borders as a final Commonwealth offensive re-
claims Sakhalin from the Draconis Combine. Despite the lack of progress from 
Commonwealth diplomatic missions to the Combine and the Free Worlds 
League, Archon Elizabeth Steiner bows to pressure from the Estates General 
for a partial stand-down of the LCAF to permit the beginnings of recovery ef-
forts. Second Succession War officially ends in December without treaties.


